IF TRAVELING FROM BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.
Follow I-20/59 West/South toward downtown Birmingham. Exit at Highway 31/280 (exit 126A). Proceed on Highway 31/280 and exit at 8th Avenue South (University Boulevard). Turn right onto University Boulevard and proceed to 18th Street. Turn right. Go four blocks to 4th Avenue South and turn right. Halfway down the block, the entrance to the UAB Hospital parking deck will be on your right. *Airport transportation for international patients may be arranged by calling International Patient Services at 205.934.2096.*

IF TRAVELING SOUTH ON I-65.
Exit at 4th Avenue South (exit 259B). Proceed through the intersection of 4th Avenue South and 18th Street. Halfway down the next block, the entrance to the UAB Hospital parking deck will be on your right.

IF TRAVELING NORTH ON I-65.
Exit at University Boulevard (Exit 259). Proceed to 18th Street and turn left. Go four blocks to 4th Avenue South and turn right. Halfway down the block, the entrance to the UAB Hospital parking deck will be on your right.

IF TRAVELING WEST ON HIGHWAY 280.
Follow Highway 280 until it merges to the right with Highway 31 North and becomes the Elton B. Stephens Expressway. Proceed North and exit at 8th Avenue South (University Boulevard). Turn right onto University Boulevard and proceed to 18th Street. Turn right. Go four blocks to 4th Avenue South and turn right. Halfway down the block, the entrance to UAB Hospital parking deck will be on your right.

PARKING
The main parking deck for UAB Hospital is located at the corner of 4th Avenue South and 18th Street. The 1,200-space deck is connected to the hospital by a completely contained, climate controlled bridge.